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STUDY OF INTRAINDIVIDUAL ECG VARIABILITY OF HEALTH
HUMAN USING PERSONALIZED DIAGNOSTICS

In traditional medicine, diagnostic decisions based on the concept of medical
standards, which are understood as a reference intervals of physiological parameters
derived from a representative sample of healthy people.
However, clinical experience shows that course of the disease of many people
goes beyond of generally accepted standards. In this regard, scientists are actively
discussing the concept of so-called personalized medicine, able to improve the
quality of diagnosis and treatment. The basic principle of personalized medicine is to
treat the patient, but not the disease leaning on the individual characteristics of the
organism.
This requires contemporary diagnostic tools that can detect the risk of this or
that disease in a particular patient in the early stages and to choose the optimal
medical tactics for him.
The report proposes a general scheme for constructing of personalized
diagnostic decisions and demonstrates the possibility of practical realization of such a
scheme
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Us assume that on the basis of population studies of representative group of
healthy people in the M-dimensional space of diagnostic signs x1 ,, xM is allocated
population "norm" as the area

0

with center С0 . We also assume that there is a

possibility for large enough period of time to carry out multiple performance
measurement x1 ,, x M for individual patient. As a result of such measurements in the
same space is built a «personalized» area

i

with the center Ci , on which are

distributed values of this patient.
Fig.1 shows four examples for the mutual arrangement of the regions
i

in the space of signs:
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Then, the first situation (Fig. 1, a) the patient can be considered like a healthy,
in the second situation (Fig. 1b) - relatively healthy despite the fact that the individual
measurements are not consistent with the reference values. In the third situation (Fig.
1c) and especially in the fourth (Fig. 1d), we have no choice, because we should to
relate them to the risk patient, requiring in-depth additional examination.
It is clear that the results of each new measurement indicators of any patient
can clarify its personalized rate

i

. Then personalized area

i

of parameters of the

patient can be divided into separate zones of personalized solutions (Fig. 2).
• I - personal "norm";
• II - moderate deviations from the personal "norm";
• III - expressed deviations from the personal "norm".
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Moreover, with the help of the distance ri between the centers Сi and C0 ,
zones II and III should be divided into two sub regions: moderate and expressed
worsening, when r

ri , and moderate and expressed improvement, when r

ri .
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Fig. 2. Zones of personalized solutions
For practical implementation of the proposed scheme of personalized
diagnostic of functional heart state were conducted research with the help of
FAZAGRAF® [1] software and hardware complex. Were studied intraindividual
ECG changes of the first standard lead, which were detected by using original sensor
with finger electrodes (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. FAZAGRAF® software and hardware complex
The computer program automatically determines the standard ECG parameters,
including heart rate (HR), the intervals of PQ and QT , width and depth of the

Q -wave, the length of the QRS complex, the amplitude of the T -wave, the original
parameter

T

, which determines the symmetry of the T -wave in the phase space,

also statistical and spectral parameters of heart rate variability (40 indicators).
During researches in the complex’s database has been accumulated 3077
measurements of healthy people (population data) and measuring volunteer 4296
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(intraindividual data). Based on these data, it was estimated the conditional
distribution of parameters in groups (see example on fig. 4) and also built
personalized diagnostic rule using the scheme described above.

Fig. 4. The conditional distribution of HR in groups:
Left: population HR

69,7 10,4 ; Right: intraindividual HR

83,5 21,9
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